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Abstract.
Background: Chronic traumatic encephalopathy, diagnosed postmortem (hyperphosphorylated tau), is preceded by traumatic
encephalopathy syndrome with worsening cognition and behavior/mood disturbances, over years. Transcranial photobiomod-
ulation (tPBM) may promote improvements by increasing ATP in compromised/stressed cells and increasing local blood,
lymphatic vessel vasodilation.
Objective: Aim 1: Examine cognition, behavior/mood changes Post-tPBM. Aim 2: MRI changes - resting-state functional-
connectivity MRI: salience, central executive, default mode networks (SN, CEN, DMN); magnetic resonance spectroscopy,
cingulate cortex.
Methods: Four ex-players with traumatic encephalopathy syndrome/possible chronic traumatic encephalopathy, playing
11–16 years, received In-office, red/near-infrared tPBM to scalp, 3x/week for 6 weeks. Two had cavum septum pellucidum.
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Results: The three younger cases (ages 55, 57, 65) improved 2 SD (p < 0.05) on three to six neuropsychological tests/subtests
at 1 week or 1 month Post-tPBM, compared to Pre-Treatment, while the older case (age 74) improved by 1.5 SD on three
tests. There was significant improvement at 1 month on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, pain, and sleep.
One case discontinued narcotic pain medications and had reduced tinnitus. The possible placebo effect is unknown. At 2
months Post-tPBM, two cases regressed. Then, home tPBM was applied to only cortical nodes, DMN (12 weeks); again,
significant improvements were seen. Significant correlations for increased SN functional connectivity (FC) over time, with
executive function, attention, PTSD, pain, and sleep; and CEN FC, with verbal learning/memory, depression. Increased n-
acetyl-aspartate (NAA) (oxygen consumption, mitochondria) was present in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), parallel to less
pain and PTSD.
Conclusion: After tPBM, these ex-football players improved. Significant correlations of increased SN FC and CEN FC with
specific cognitive tests and behavior/mood ratings, plus increased NAA in ACC support beneficial effects from tPBM.

Keywords: Chronic traumatic encephalopathy, dementia, depression, neurodegenerative, pain, photobiomodulation, post-
traumatic stress disorder, sleep, traumatic brain injury, traumatic encephalopathy syndrome

INTRODUCTION

Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)

CTE is a progressive neurodegenerative disease
diagnosed only at postmortem where hyperphos-
phorylated tau (p-tau) deposits are present in
neurofibrillary tangles located in an irregular pat-
tern around small blood vessels in deep cortical
sulci [1, 2]. CTE is preceded by worsening cogni-
tion, behavior, and mood over time, e.g., traumatic
encephalopathy syndrome (TES) [3–7]. CTE is pri-
marily observed in athletes with repetitive head
impacts (RHI) from contact/collision sports [1, 4,
6, 8–16]; and in veterans with blast-traumatic brain
injury (TBI) due to injurious head acceleration [17,
18]. Different neurotrauma injuries trigger common
pathogenic mechanisms inducing convergent CTE
pathology [19].

The four stages of CTE ranging from mild to
severe, have pathology based on density and regional
deposition of p-tau across the brain, primarily in
dorsolateral frontal cortex, superior temporal cor-
tex, entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and brainstem locus
coeruleus [1, 6, 15, 16]. The earliest stage with
the youngest cases shows p-tau only in dorsolateral
frontal cortex and locus coeruleus [20].

CTE has been observed in teenagers and up to
age 79 in tackle football players [1, 6]. Among 202
ex-football players, CTE was diagnosed in 87% [6].
Severe CTE pathology was present in the majority
of former college (56%), semi-professional (56%),
and professional (86%) football players, where 95%
had cognitive disturbance, and 89% showed behav-

ior/mood disturbance. Age of first exposure (AFE) to
tackle football at less than 12 years predicted earlier
onset of cognitive and behavior/mood disturbances;
youth exposure may reduce resiliency to late-life neu-
ropathology [21]. A greater proportion with severe
CTE had played as linemen (offense or defense) [6].
National Football League (NFL) linemen had higher
plasma t-tau from blood protein analysis, relative to
non-linemen [22], and higher t-tau concentrations in
lumbar puncture cerebrospinal fluid [23]. Among col-
legiate football players, offensive linemen reported
returning to play while still experiencing post-impact
symptoms, although not concussion [24]. Increased
years of playing is associated with greater CTE sever-
ity [25]. Those with CTE were 10 times more likely to
have played football for at least 14.5 years; sensitivity
and specificity were maximized at 11 years.

Brain positron emission tomography (PET) scans
with flortaucipir in former NFL players with cog-
nitive and behavior/mood disturbances have shown
significant increase in tau deposits in football play-
ers as a group, compared to age-matched healthy
controls in three cortical areas: 1) bilateral superior
frontal; 2) bilateral medial temporal, and 3) left pari-
etal [26]. These overlap with cortical areas of p-tau
deposits postmortem in CTE [1, 6, 20]. These PET
scans are not refined enough to diagnose CTE in vivo,
in individual cases.

Currently, medical history including participa-
tion in contact/collision sports with RHI, mild TBIs
(mTBIs), or military exposure to blast-TBI, as well as
presence of worsening cognitive and behavior/mood
disturbances over time, are primary for TES to posit a
future CTE diagnosis postmortem in a living person
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[3, 5, 6]. TES is not fully accounted for by any other
neurologic, psychiatric, or medical condition [7].

Mechanisms of photobiomodulation (PBM)

PBM therapy is a safe, painless, noninva-
sive, nonthermal modality using primarily visible
red wavelengths (600–700 nm), and/or non-visible,
near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths (800–1100 nm)
to stimulate, heal, and repair damaged or dying
cells [27–31]. On the cellular level, photons in
red/NIR wavelengths are absorbed in mitochon-
dria by cytochrome C oxidase (CCO), terminal
enzyme in the electron transport chain, particularly
in hypoxic/stressed cells [32]. In these compromised
cells, there is build-up of nitric oxide (NO) in CCO,
resulting in low oxygen and low production of adeno-
sine tri-phosphate (ATP) by mitochondria. Following
application of red/NIR photons, there is release of NO
from CCO to outside the cell wall, promoting local
vasodilation, as well as increased production of ATP,
thus improving mitochondrial and cellular function
[27, 28, 33, 34].

Transcranial PBM (tPBM) promotes dilation of
lymphatic vessels, as well as blood vessels [35]. In the
human brain, lymphatic vessels within the dura mater
run alongside blood vessels located in the superior
sagittal and transverse sinuses [36–38], participating
in waste clearance [36, 39, 40]. In mouse models
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), application of NIR
laser to frontal scalp showed significant reduction
of amyloid-� plaques, along with improved cogni-
tive, memory, and neurological status, compared to
untreated animals [41]. In TBI mice, impaired glym-
phatic function has promoted tau pathology [42].
Improving lymphatic drainage has been suggested as
a novel target for treating neurological diseases [43].

Other PBM mechanisms include anti-
inflammatory effects [44–46]; promotion of
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)—a
neurotrophin associated with neural regeneration,
dendritic sprouting, reconnection, and improved
synaptic efficacy; promotion of Synapsin-1, associ-
ated with synaptogenesis [47, 48]; and less oxidative
damage [46]. These effects have been reviewed
[49–51].

Since 1981, the depth of photon penetration from
scalp application using NIR laser on human cadavers
has been examined [52]. Some photons from 808 nm,
NIR laser have been detected at a depth of 4-5 cm
[53]. There is deeper penetration from NIR, 830 nm
light-emitting diodes (LED), than red, 633 nm [54].

Computer simulations have demonstrated that when
an LED is placed on the scalp surface over a cortical
target area, relatively more photons are delivered to
that target area than others; photons in nearby regions
follow an exponential decay [55, 56]. PBM research
and clinical studies have been performed safely since
the 1960 s [57]. PBM offers the possibility of endoge-
nous, self-repair mechanisms without negative side
effects.

Clinical tPBM studies in humans

When used with chronic mTBI, tPBM has
improved cognition, mood, and sleep in open-
protocol studies; the whole scalp was treated with
red/NIR LEDs [58–61]. Significant improvements in
executive function and verbal memory were present,
lasting for 2 months after the final, 18th transcranial
LED (tLED) treatment [59, 60]. Fewer post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms were reported
[58–61]. Similar improvements were reported with
a Pro Ice-Hockey player (age 23) with six concus-
sions in 5.5 years [62]. tPBM has been used safely in
acute, moderate TBI; follow-up magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) after 3 months showed significant
improvement in diffusion parameters of white matter
tracts for real tPBM (not sham) [63].

In mild to moderately-severe dementia cases,
tPBM has also improved cognition, mood, and sleep
[64–66]. Cases treated for 12 weeks showed sig-
nificant cognitive improvements soon after the final
tPBM treatment [64]. One month later, however,
decline was present. They likely had neurodegener-
ative disease, e.g., AD. These follow-up results with
AD are in contrast to those with chronic mTBI, where
improved cognition was still present 2 months after
the final, 18th tLED treatment [59, 60].

tPBM has been helpful in treating chronic stroke
patients. Left-hemisphere (LH) stroke patients with
lasting language problems (aphasia), showed sig-
nificant improvement in naming ability following
18 tPBM treatments applied to the left side of
the head/scalp, e.g., same side as where the stroke
occurred [67]. No improvement occurred when the
LEDs were applied to both sides of the head.

tPBM has been used in acute, non-hemorrhagic
stroke [68–70]. The NeuroThera Effectiveness and
Safety Trial applied NIR transcranial laser once,
within the first 24 h post-stroke to both sides of the
head/scalp. Initial results showed significance for bet-
ter outcome at day 90, for real versus sham, but
analysis halfway into Phase III trials did not. Since
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then, other tPBM studies with humans have applied
at least 18 tPBM treatments in various CNS disor-
ders, with safety and efficacy, e.g., chronic mTBI
[58–61]; dementia [64, 65]; and chronic stroke, where
the tPBM was applied only to the same side as the
stroke [67].

SPECT, MRI, and EEG studies with transcranial
PBM

Brain imaging studies have reported increased
local, regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) post-
tPBM, e.g., increased rCBF at the frontal pole after
one tLED application to the forehead in major
depressive disorder [71], and on brain single pho-
ton emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans
after a tLED series to the forehead in a chronic, severe
TBI case [72]. Significant increase in rCBF was
present overall on brain SPECT following a series
of tLED applications to the whole head in veterans
with chronic, mTBI; improved cognition and mood
followed [61].

Using resting-state functional-connectivity MRI
(rs-fcMRI), increased functional connectivity (FC)
has been observed between cortical nodes within spe-
cific, intrinsic neural networks after tPBM. In chronic
dementia, increased FC between posterior nodes of
the default mode network (DMN) was present, along
with improved cognition [65]. In chronic, LH stroke
patients with aphasia, application of 2-inch diam-
eter red/NIR LED cluster heads to the LH, plus
two midline nodes of DMN [mesial prefrontal cor-
tex (mPFC), precuneus] significantly increased FC
in DMN, salience network (SN), and central execu-
tive network (CEN), with improved naming ability
[67].

In healthy adults (ages 18–40) undergoing rs-
fcMRI during NIR laser application toward the R
forehead, increased FC began within 1 min in the right
hemisphere [31]. Broadband NIR spectroscopy has
shown that NIR laser (1064 nm) applied to the fore-
head in healthy young adults significantly increased
cerebral concentrations of oxidized CCO and oxy-
genated hemoglobin in cortical regions treated; sham
had no effect [73, 74]. An EEG study with NIR
tPBM in healthy, older adults (ages 61–74) showed
increased power of gamma, alpha, and beta waves,
and decreased power of delta and theta immedi-
ately after one, 20-min NIR tLED application to
only nodes of the DMN with a 40 Hz pulse rate
(gamma frequency); sham had no effect [75]. Alpha
and beta frequencies are associated with attention

and cognitive processes [76]. Higher power in the
lower frequency bands, along with reduced power
in the higher frequency bands, have been observed
in disorders involving cognitive impairment, such as
dementia and AD [77, 78].

Aims of study

The primary aim was to present post-tPBM
changes in cognition and behavior/mood for four,
American-style ex-football players who had progres-
sive symptoms of TES, possible CTE. The secondary
aim was to present post-tPBM changes on MRI,
including rs-fcMRI (SN, CEN, DMN), and mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) for metabolites
in cingulate cortex.

This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board, VA Boston Healthcare System.
The MRI scan portion was approved by the IRB,
Boston University School of Medicine where MRI
scans were performed. Participants signed Informed
Consent Forms; all methods were performed in accor-
dance with relevant guidelines and regulations. This
was an open-protocol, pilot study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participant selection

Inclusion criteria
Subjects, ages 18–75 years, with history of RHI,

and appropriate results from screening neuropsy-
chological (NP) cognitive tests and behavior/mood
questionnaires:

Screening, NP tests, and behavior/mood ques-
tionnaires. At screening, the TOMM [79] was
administered to rule out malingering. Also, the Word
Reading Subtest from the Wide Range Achieve-
ment Test-4 (WRAT-4) was administered to estimate
premorbid level of cognitive functioning [80]. For
inclusion, a participant needed to score at least
2 SD below average on one, or 1 SD below on
two, of the following NP tests/subtests (age and
education-adjusted norms): 1) Trail Making Tests A
& B [81]; 2) Controlled Oral Word Association Test
(COWAT)/FAS Test [82, 83]; 3) California Verbal
Learning Test-II (CVLT) [84]; and 4) Color-Word
Interference Test for Executive Function, Stroop [85].
Screening scores were adjusted, based on estimated
premorbid level of cognitive functioning from the
WRAT-4 [80]. Self-reported pain questionnaires were
also administered, the VAS Pain Rating (0–10), and
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Table 1
Participant demographics: Four ex-football players who played American football for 11 to 16 years

ID Age at Entry
(y) Race

Education (y)
Highest
Degree

Age First
Exposure (y)
Organized
Football

Total years
Played
Football

Total years
Played
Pro-Football

Primary
Position
Played

Chief Complaints at Entry

P1 65 Caucasian/
White

20 PhD, in
Exercise
Physiology
after football

10 Pop Warner 14 1.5 CFL Middle
Linebacker,
Defense

Emotional outbursts,
depression, cognitive
problems, poor memory,
poor sleep

P2 55 Caucasian/
White

16 BA 7 Pop Warner 15 0 Pop Warner,
High School,
College, only

Tackle,
Offensive
Lineman

Emotional outbursts,
cognitive problems, poor
memory

P3 57 African
American/
Black

16 BA 14 High
School

16 8 NFL Cornerback,
Defense
Position

Emotional outbursts,
depression, cognitive
problems, poor memory,
poor sleep; chronic pain
(15 surgeries during
NFL); tinnitus

P4 74 Caucasian/
White

17 BS,
Engineering

13 11 4 NFL Defensive
End, and
Offensive
Lineman, all
positions

Emotional outbursts,
cognitive problems,
chronic pain (4 hip
replacements, 3 shoulder
surgeries; 2 knee
surgeries; 3 wrist/hand
surgeries; 2 biceps
surgeries)

NFL, National Football League; CFL, Canadian Football League.

the Short Form, McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-
MPQ) [86].

Exclusion criteria
Diagnosis of a progressive neurological disease

such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinson’s
disease, dementia; severe TBI with history of cran-
iotomy or craniectomy; a life-threatening disease
(cancer or disease requiring organ transplant); severe
mental disorder (schizophrenia, bipolar); current sub-
stance abuse or active treatment; and on test for
memory malingering [79], a score of less than 45 on
either Part 1 or 2 indicating evidence of malingering;
a pain level of greater than 7/10 on VAS pain scale,
or greater than 38/50 on the SF-MPQ [86].

Participants

Table 1 provides demographics for the four ex-
football players. They were under continuing medical
care from their own physicians; treatable conditions
were addressed [87]. Using the 2021 NIH, TES
consensus criteria for CTE [7], all four ex-football
players met TES criteria for “Possible CTE.” This
included documented cognitive impairment (here,
screening NP tests at Entry); substantial exposure
to contact/collision sport, ≥5 years football (here,

11–16 years); delayed onset; and neurobehavioral
dysregulation (here, behavior/mood questionnaires,
self-ratings). Three cases were able to undergo MRI
scanning (P1, P2, P4) (Supplementary Figures 1 and
2). A cavum septum pellucidum (possible future
biomarker for CTE [7]) was present in two of these
three cases (P1, P4). There were no focal lesions,
although cortical atrophy was present. P3 could not
undergo MRI due to shoulder pain if inside a closed-
bore scanner. MRI acquisition protocols and analysis
programs are in Supplementary Text Material 1.

Initial, in-office tPBM series

Each participant received an initial, In-office tPBM
treatment series. This included 18 tLED treatments,
each lasting approximately 22–40 min (3x/week, 6
weeks), with 48 h between treatments. Three differ-
ent tPBM devices/protocols were used. This is due
to availability of more advanced devices, as the pilot
study progressed. Common characteristics across all
devices included application of NIR wavelengths
(810 nm, 850 nm, or 870 nm) to scalp locations, and
26 J/cm2 at each location. Each device, and treatment
protocol is described within each case report below
(Results, Part 1).
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Fig. 1. LED devices used for tPBM Protocols A, B, and C. Protocol A: In-office treatments with red/NIR, LED cluster heads (1); two sets of
six, LED cluster heads were held in place with a soft, breathable, nylon cap (arrow, 2), MedX Health, Inc., Canada. Supplementary Table 2
lists all LED parameters. Protocol B: At-home treatments with single, NIR diodes (810 nm, pulsed 40 Hz) placed on scalp only over cortical
nodes, Default Mode Network, including a single, NIR intranasal applicator directed towards olfactory bulbs to indirectly treat connections
with hippocampal areas (3), Neuro Gamma device; plus a separate, red intranasal diode (4), Vielight, Inc., Canada. Not necessary to shave
the head. Additional home treatment information is in Supplementary Text Material 2. Protocol C: In-office treatment with a helmet (5), lined
with red/NIR, LED cluster heads placed in rows inside the helmet (6), THOR Photomedicine, Ltd., UK. NIR, near-infrared. Permissions:
Protocol A, (2) reprinted with authors’ permission from [59]. Protocol B, (3) and (4) reprinted with permission from Vielight, Inc., in the
public domain.

Pre-/post-testing schedule for a tPBM series

Pre- and Post- a tPBM treatment series, each
participant was examined with NP cognitive tests,
and self-rated, behavior/mood questionnaires (Sup-
plementary Table 1). Participants were tested
pre-treatment, and at 1 week, 1 month (4–6 weeks),
and 2 months (8–12 weeks) after the final, 18th in-
office tPBM treatment (6-week treatment series). If a
later, at-home tPBM series was performed, one post-
testing was obtained within 2 weeks following that
12-week series.

Results are presented below in two parts: Part 1,
Results for NP tests and behavior/mood ratings - four
cases; and Part 2, Results for MRI studies - three
cases.

RESULTS, PART 1. NP TESTS AND
BEHAVIOR/MOOD QUESTIONNAIRES:
FOUR CASES

Case P1
P1 entered at age 65, with AFE to football at age

10. He played middle linebacker, defense position for

14 years including 1.5 years in the Canadian Football
League (Table 1). He received two tPBM treatment
series, e.g., initial, in-office, and later, at-home.

Initial, in-office tPBM series

P1 was treated with tPBM Protocol A (Fig. 1,
column A; Supplementary Table 2). This protocol
applied red/NIR LED cluster heads (2-inch diameter)
over the entire scalp, using the same scalp locations
as with our previous mTBI studies [59, 60].

Results: Initial, in-office tPBM series

NP tests: At 1 week or 1 month after the final,
18th In-office treatment (compared to pre-treatment),
P1 showed significant improvement (2 SD, p < 0.05)
on five tests/subtests: 1) CVLT for 16 words to
remember: Short Delay Cued Recall; 2) and 3),
the computer-timed Continuous Performance Test
(CPT): decreased False Alarm Rate, and improved
d prime, detectability; 4) and 5), Brief Visuospa-
tial Memory Test (BVMT): Immediate Recall, and
Recognition Discrimination Index (Recognition Hits
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minus False Alarms). At the 2-months post-testing,
however, there was decline, with significant improve-
ment remaining only on one subtest, the BVMT,
Recognition Discrimination Index (graphs, Fig. 2A;
full data, Supplementary Table 3A).

Behavior/mood questionnaires: Lower ratings
indicate less impairment; there are no Z-scores. At 1
week or 1 month after the In-office series (compared
to pre-treatment), P1 showed improvement in
four areas: 1) PTSD/PCL-C; 2) Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI); 3) pain/SF-MPQ; and 4) Dysex-
ecutive Questionnaire (DEX, interference with
family/community involvement). At the 2-months
post-testing, however, these self-ratings regressed,
particularly for PTSD/PCL-C [88, 89] (graphs,
Fig. 2B; Supplementary Table 3B).

At the 2-months post-testing visit, P1 mentioned
that return of emotional outbursts and depression was
disturbing. Within one week, he obtained his own
tPBM devices for at-home, self-treatment.

Later, at-home tPBM series

P1 self-treated at home for 12 weeks with Protocol
B (Fig. 1, column B; Supplementary Table 2). There
were two LED devices: 1) The NIR, Neuro Gamma
device was applied for 20 min, 3x/week, with 48 h
between treatments. This device targeted only corti-
cal nodes of the DMN (Supplementary Text Material
2); and 2) A red diode, nasal applicator was used for
25 min, 6x/week. The two devices were often used
simultaneously; no PBM treatments were performed
one day a week.

Results: Later, at-home tPBM series

NP Tests: P1 re-gained most of the previous sig-
nificant improvements present at 1 week or 1 month
following the In-office series (but had lost after
2 months). Six tests/subtests showed significant
improvement after the at-home series (compared to
pre-treatment). This included for the first time, the
Stroop, Trial 3, inhibition, suggesting improved exec-
utive function; and BVMT, Total Recall (Fig. 2A;
Supplementary Table 3A).

Behavior/mood questionnaires: There were also
improved (lower) self-ratings on PTSD/PCL-C, BDI,
SF-MPQ, and DEX. These were at near-normal levels
(Fig. 2B; Supplementary Table 3B).

P1 continues to self-treat at home, to date for 4
years, and reports doing well. He has initiated tPBM
treatment research with college football players at

two universities with prominent football programs, as
well as with retired, ex-football players experiencing
cognitive and behavior/mood disturbances.

Case P2
P2 entered at age 55, with AFE to football at age 7.

He played offensive lineman, tackle position for 15
years through college only (Table 1). He received two
tPBM series, e.g., initial, in-office, and later, at-home.

Initial, in-office tPBM series

P2 was treated with tPBM Protocol C (Fig. 1, col-
umn C; Supplementary Table 2). The tPBM device
was a helmet, lined with red/NIR LED cluster heads.

Results: Initial, in-office tPBM series

NP tests: At 1 week or 6 weeks after the
final, 18th in-office treatment (compared to pre-
treatment), P2 showed significant improvement on
six tests/subtests: 1)–4), CVLT four subtests: Total
Trials 1–5; Short Delay, Cued Recall; Long Delay
(20 min) Free Recall, and Cued Recall; 5), ver-
bal fluency on COWAT; and 6) BVMT, Immediate
Recall. At 12 weeks after the in-office series,
five tests/subtests (CVLT) still showed significant
improvement (Fig. 3A; Supplementary Table 4A).

Behavior/mood questionnaires: At 1-week or 6-
weeks post- the in-office tPBM series (compared
to pre-treatment), improvements were present for
PTSD/PCL-C, BDI, SF-MPQ, and DEX. At 12
weeks, however, there was an increase in PTSD/PCL-
C, and some increased pain on the SF-MPQ rating to
9, the same as pre-treatment (Fig. 3B; Supplementary
Table 4B).

At 12 weeks after the in-office series had ended,
P2 was disturbed by return of emotional outbursts.
One week later, he obtained his own tPBM devices
for at-home, self-treatment.

Later, at-home tPBM series

P2 self-treated at home for 12 weeks using Protocol
B (Fig. 1, column B; Supplementary Table 2), the
same as P1.

Results: Later, at-home, tPBM series

NP tests: No in-person, NP cognitive testing could
be performed after the 12-week, at-home tPBM series
due to COVID restrictions.
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A. Results for Neuropsychological Tests

B. Results for Behavior/Mood Questionnaires

Fig. 2. P1, cognitive and behavior/mood results. A) Z-Score graphs for some NP tests (Stroop, CPT, BVMT) after the initial, In-office tPBM
series (Protocol A); and the later, at-home series (Protocol B). B) Self-ratings for behavior/mood questionnaires after each series. These
ratings showed a pattern similar to NP tests, e.g., improvements at 1 week or 1 month after initial series, but worsening 2 months later,
especially, PTSD/PCL-C (a). Graphs show improved (lower) ratings after the 12-week, at-home series. See Supplementary Tables 3A and
3B. NP, neuropsychological; PTSD/PCL-C, Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, Civilian; the // refers to time period when 18 tPBM
treatments were applied; ∗p < 0.05.
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A. Results for Neuropsychological Tests

B. Results for Behavior/Mood Questionnaires

Fig. 3. P2, cognitive and behavior/mood results. A) Z-Score graphs for some CVLT subtests after the initial in-office tPBM series (Protocol C).
B) Ratings for behavior/mood questionnaires after the initial, in-office series, and after the later, at-home series (Protocol B). Improvements
(lower ratings) were present at 1 week and 6 weeks after the in-office series; however, there was some worsening (higher ratings) at 12
weeks on PTSD/PCL-C (a) and pain/SF-MPQ (c). Improved (lower) ratings for PTSD (a) and pain (c) were again present after the 12-week,
at-home tPBM series. See Supplementary Tables 4A and 4B. CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; PTSD/PCL-C, Post-traumatic Stress
Disorder Checklist, Civilian; SF-MPQ, Short form, McGill Pain Questionnaire; ∗p < 0.05.
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Behavior/mood questionnaires: The question-
naires were mailed to his home after 12 weeks of
home treatments. The PTSD/PCL-C, BDI, SF-MPQ,
and DEX were again improved (lower ratings)
(Fig. 3B; Supplementary Table 4B).

P2 reports he continues to self-treat at home, to
date for two years, and is doing well. He remains
employed in his own business.

Case P3
P3 entered at age 57, with AFE to football at age 14.

He played cornerback, defense position for 16 years,
including 8 years in the NFL (Table 1). He received
only the initial, in-office tPBM series.

In-office tPBM series

P3 was treated with tPBM Protocol C (Fig. 1, col-
umn C; Supplementary Table 2). The tPBM device
was a helmet, lined with red/NIR LED cluster heads.

Results: In-office tPBM series

NP tests: At 1 month after the 18th in-office treat-
ment, P3 showed significant improvement on three
tests/subtests: 1) and 2), CVLT: Total Trials 1–5, and
Short Delay, Cued Recall; and 3), the computer-timed
CPT, with improved d prime, detectability (Fig. 4A;
Supplementary Table 5A).

Behavior/mood questionnaires: At 1-week and at
1-month post- the in-office series, P3 improved on
PTSD/PCL-C, BDI, SF-MPQ, and DEX (Fig. 4B;
Supplementary Table 5B).

Additional, unexpected improvements: P3 showed
two unexpected improvements at 1-month post- the
tPBM series. First, he was able to discontinue two
narcotic medications and still maintain satisfactory
pain relief; the SF-MPQ rating was reduced by
82%. He discontinued Opana (oxymorphone) and
Exalgo (hydromorphone). He continued Neurontin
(gabapentin). Pre-treatment, his VAS pain rating was
7/10; at 1-week post-testing, 3/10; and at 1 month,
5.5/10 after discontinuing the narcotic medications
(Supplementary Table 5B). Application of NIR tPBM
to the forehead has been reported to reduce opioid
cravings [90]. Second, his severe tinnitus level was
reduced by 36%, to only mild. Figure 5 shows that
the visible red, and hence, the non-visible NIR pho-
tons reached the sides of the neck. Application of NIR
photons to sides of the neck (stellate ganglion areas)
has been reported to reduce severe tinnitus [91]. No
MRI scans were available for P3.

Within a few weeks after completion of the 1-
month post-testing, P3 obtained his own tPBM
equipment (Neuro Gamma) and began self-treating
at home, the same as P1. There are no further post-
testing data. He reports anecdotally that he is doing
well, and to date, has continued to treat at home for
over 2 years.

Case P4
P4 entered at age 74, with AFE to football at age

13. He played 11 years, including 4 years in the
NFL (Table 1). His position was defensive end, and
offensive lineman, playing all linemen positions. He
received only the initial, in-office tPBM series.

In-office tPBM series

P4 was treated with tPBM Protocol C (Fig. 1, col-
umn C; Supplementary Table 2). The tPBM device
was a helmet, lined with red/NIR LED cluster heads.

Results: In-office tPBM treatment series
NP tests: No NP, cognitive test data were available

at 1-week post- the initial, on-office tPBM series. At
the 1-month post-testing, there were improvements
(1.5 SD) on three tests/subtests: 1) CVLT: Long Delay
(20 min) Free Recall; 2) CPT: Correct Detections;
and 3) BVMT, Delayed (20 min) Recall (Fig. 6A;
Supplementary Table 6A).

Behavior/mood questionnaires: The question-
naires were mailed to P4, for the 1-week post-testing.
At 1-week and 1-month post- the final, in-office
tPBM treatment, there were improved ratings for
PTSD/PCL-C, BDI, SF-MPQ, and DEX, compared
to pre-treatment (Fig. 6B; Supplementary Table 6B).

One year after completing study participation, P4
started tPBM home treatments, the same as P1. He
has now self-treated for over 2 years and reports doing
well. At age 77, he continues to work in his own
business; he recently helped care for an elderly family
member out of state.

SUMMARY RESULTS, PART 1. NP TESTS,
AND BEHAVIOR/MOOD QUESTIONNAIRES

Table 2 shows the specific NP tests with signif-
icant improvement (2 SD, p < 0.05) for each of the
three younger players (P1, P2, P3) at each time point.
These three players showed significant improvement
on three to six tests/subtests at 1 week or 1 month
post-treatment. (P4, the older player, had shown 1.5
SD improvement on three NP tests.) Table 2 shows
that the CVLT (verbal learning and memory) showed
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A. Results for Neuropsychological Tests

B. Results for Behavior/Mood Questionnaires

Fig. 4. P3, cognitive and behavior/mood results. A) Z-Score graphs for some NP tests (CVLT, CPT) after the in-office tPBM series (Protocol
C). B) Behavior/mood ratings after the in-office series. Graphs show improved (lower) ratings for pain at 1 week and at 1 month. P3 had
discontinued two narcotic medications a few weeks before the 1-month post-testing time point, yet still had satisfactory pain relief (c).
See Supplementary Tables 5A and 5B. NP, neuropsychological; CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; CPT, computer-timed, Continuous
Performance Test; ∗p < 0.05.
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Fig. 5. P3, Tinnitus Handicap Inventory. The severe tinnitus ratings on the THI were reduced at 1 week, and at 1 month after the in-office
series. White arrows suggest that the red/NIR photons reached sides of the neck with the LED-lined helmet (Protocol C). The NIR photons
likely reached the left and right stellate ganglion areas, a target for NIR photons to reduce tinnitus [91]. THI, Tinnitus Handicap Inventory.

the highest number of observations of significant
improvement (six), particularly at the 1-month post-
testing time point. A somewhat similar pattern was
present for the CPT; however, pre-treatment data on
CPT for P2 were missing. Across all NP tests, the
1-month post-testing time point showed the highest
number of significant improvements (twelve), com-
pared to 1 week (seven), or 2 months (five).

To further analyze results for the behavior/mood
questionnaires, repeated measures ANOVAs were
performed with data for the four ex-football players
as a group (Fig. 7; Supplementary Table 7). Signifi-
cant improvements were present at 1 month after the
in-office series for PTSD/PCL-C (p < 0.05); depres-
sion/BDI (p < 0.04); pain/SF-MPQ (p < 0.03); and
sleep/PSQI (p < 0.04). The DEX showed borderline
improvement, p < 0.097.

In two cases, some initial gains present at 1-month
post-treatment, declined at 2 months (P1, in cogni-
tion and behavior/mood; P2, behavior/mood). After
treating only the cortical nodes of the DMN at home
for 12 weeks, most improvements present at 1 month
(but lost at 2 months) were re-gained. All four cases
have continued with tPBM home treatments for 2–4
years, with complete safety; they anecdotally report
doing well.

RESULTS, PART 2. MRI STUDIES: THREE
CASES

Resting-state functional-connectivity MRI: SN,
CEN, DMN

Case P1
There were rs-fcMRI data for the initial, in-office

series, and for the later, at-home series. P1 showed a

pattern of increased FC within the SN at 1 week and
at 1 month after the initial, in-office series (Fig. 8,
top row, graph A). These are the same time points
when he showed significant improvement on five NP
tests/subtests (Fig. 2A, Supplementary Table 3A);
and better (lower) ratings for PTSD/PCL-C, BDI, and
SF-MPQ (Fig. 2B, Supplementary Table 3B).

At 2-months Post-tPBM, however, his NP tests and
behavior/mood ratings regressed. Likewise, the rs-
fcMRI at 3 months after the in-office series showed
decreased SN FC. The SN FC increased again,
however, after 12 weeks of tPBM home treatment,
when his cognitive tests showed significant improve-
ment on six tests/subtests (Fig. 2A, Supplementary
Table 3A); and his PTSD/PCL-C, BDI and SF-MPQ
self-ratings were his best observed (Fig. 2B, Supple-
mentary Table 3B).

Figure 8 also shows significant correlations
between increased FC in two different networks (SN,
CEN) over time, and specific NP tests and behav-
ior/mood ratings over time, for P1. These include
a significant positive correlation between increased
SN FC and scores on the Stroop, Color-Word Inter-
ference Test (executive function), Trial 3, inhibition
(graph D), and Trial 4, inhibition/switching (graph E).
There was a significant negative correlation between
increased SN FC, and shorter reaction times on the
computer-timed CPT: False Alarm Rate, sustained
attention (graph F); and d prime, detectability (graph
G). In addition, significant negative correlations
were present between increased SN FC and lower
ratings, PTSD/PCL-C (graph H), and sleep/PQSI
[p = 0.05, r = –0.88 (Supplementary Table 8)]. These
significant correlations suggest a parallel relationship
between increased SN FC, and better performance
on objective tests (executive function, Stroop; atten-
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A. Results for Neuropsychological Tests

B. Results for Behavior/Mood Questionnaires

Fig. 6. P4, cognitive and behavior/mood results. A) Z-Score graphs for some NP tests (CVLT, CPT, BVMT, Stroop) after the initial, in-office
tPBM series (Protocol C). B) Behavior/mood ratings after the In-office series. See Supplementary Tables 6A and 6B. NP, neuropsychological;
CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; CPT, Continuous Performance Test; BVMT, Brief Visuospatial Memory Test.
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Table 2
Cases with significant improvement* on specific Neuropsychological tests/subtests, at three post-testing time points. This includes only the

younger cases (P1, P2, P3; ages 55, 57, 65 years); and only for the initial, In-office tPBM series

Neuropsychological Test or Subtest 1 Week Post- 1 Month
Post-(4–6
weeks)

2 Months
Post-(8–12
weeks)

California Verbal Learning Test II
Total Trials 1–5 – P2, P3 P2
Short Delay, Free Recall – – P2
Short Delay, Cued Recall P1 P2, P3 P2
Long Delay (20 min), Free Recall P2 P2 P2
Long Delay (20 min), Cued Recall P2 P2 P2
Total Subtests, Three Cases 3 6 5

Continuous Performance Test**
Correct Detections – – –
False Alarm Rate P1 P1 –
d prime P1 P1, P3 –
Total Subtests, Two Cases 2 3 0

Brief Visuospatial Memory Test - Revised
Trial 1 (Immediate Recall) P2 P1 –
Total Recall – – –
Delayed (20 min) Recall – – –
Recognition Discrimination Index: (Hits minus Recognition False Alarms) P1 P1 P1
Total Subtests, Three Cases 2 2 1

Controlled Oral Word Association Test
For Each Letter, FAS or BHR – P2 –
Total Subtests, Three Cases 0 1 0

Stroop: Color Word Interference Test
Trial 3, inhibition – – –
Trial 4, inhibition/switching – – –
Total Subtests, Three Cases 0 0 0

Total Tests/Subtests Improved, at Each Time Point
1 Week Post-, or 1 Month Post-, or 2 Months Post- 7 12 6

∗≥ = 2 SD (p < 0.05) Improvement; Tx, treatment. ∗∗Missing data for P2, for Continuous Performance Test.

tion, CPT), as well as subjective ratings (PTSD,
sleep).

Figure 8 also shows there was a significant pos-
itive correlation with a second intrinsic network,
e.g., increased CEN FC, and CVLT: Long Delay
(20 min) Free Recall (graph I), and Long Delay, Cued
Recall (graph J). A significant negative correlation
was present between increased CEN FC and lower
BDI ratings (graph K). These significant correlations
also suggest a parallel relationship between increased
CEN FC and better performance on objective tests
(verbal learning and memory, CVLT), as well as sub-
jective self-ratings (depression, BDI).

There were no significant correlations between
DMN FC over time, and cognitive tests, or behav-
ior/mood ratings. All correlations for FC within each
intrinsic network over time, and NP tests and behav-
ior/mood questionnaires for each case (P1, P2, P4)
are listed at the end of Supplementary Tables section
(Supplementary Tables 8–10).

Case P2
Resting-state fcMRI scans were available for the

initial, in-office series, but not for the at-home series

due to COVID restrictions. There was a pattern of
increased SN FC at 1 week and at 12 weeks after the
In-office series (Fig. 9, top row, graph A).

Figure 9 also shows there was a significant, positive
correlation between increased SN FC over time, and
performance on the Stroop, Color-Word Interference
Test (executive function), Trial 3, inhibition (graph
D).

Case P4
Compared to pre-treatment, the SN FC pattern for

P4 showed increase at 1 week, 1 month, and 5 months
(Fig. 10, top row, graph A). A significant negative
correlation was present between increased SN FC,
and lower ratings for pain, SF-MPQ (graph D).

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy

Case P2
MRS metabolites were examined in ACC, and

posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) separately, for the
initial, in-office series only. The metabolite n-acetyl-
aspartate (NAA) was examined as well as others.
NAA is a neural marker present only within the body
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Fig. 7. Group statistical analyses (repeated measures ANOVAs), pre- versus post- the initial, in-office tPBM series at 1-week and 1-month
post-treatment for behavior/mood questionnaires (a, b, c, d). See Supplementary Table 7.

of neural cells, axons, and dendrites; it is synthe-
sized in mitochondria and correlates with oxygen
consumption [92].

At 1 week and 6 weeks after the in-office series
(compared to pre-treatment), the NAA levels were
higher in ACC (Fig. 11). (Changes were negligible
in PCC, not shown.) At 12 weeks after the in-office
series, however, the NAA levels decreased to pre-
treatment levels. Increased NAA in ACC at 1-week
and 6-weeks post-tPBM were parallel to his reduced
pain ratings on SF-MPQ at those times, e.g., at 1
week, 0; at 6 weeks, 0, compared to pre-treatment,
9. At 12 weeks, however, the pain rating worsened
to 9, same as pre-treatment (Fig. 3B; Supplemen-
tary Table 4B). A similar pattern was present for
PTSD/PCL-C. The SF-MPQ and PTSD ratings were
again improved, however, after the at-home series
(questionnaires were mailed back), where SF-MPQ
pain was 2, and PTSD/PCL-C was 28, suggesting
no presence of PTSD symptomatology. There are no
MRS data following the at-home tPBM series due to
COVID restrictions.

SUMMARY RESULTS, PART 2. MRI
STUDIES

There was a pattern of increased SN FC at 1-week
post- the in-office tPBM series for all three cases
(P1, P2, P4, Figs. 8–10). Table 3 shows significant
correlations between increased SN FC and CEN FC
over time, with specific NP tests and behavior/mood
questionnaires for each of the three cases. The SN
showed the highest number of significant correlations
with NP tests and behavior/mood questionnaires.
There were eight instances of significant correlations
between increased SN FC and the following: Stroop,
Trial 3 (P1, P2); Stroop, Trial 4; CPT: False Alarm
Rate and d-prime; PTSD/PCL-C (all, P1); SF-MPQ
(P4); and PSQI (P1). There were three instances of
significant correlations between increased CEN FC
and CVLT: Long Delay, Free Recall and Cued Recall;
and BDI (all, P1).

On MRS, increased levels of NAA (correlated with
oxygen consumption in mitochondria) in ACC were
present at 1 week and 6 weeks after the in-office tPBM
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Fig. 8. P1, rs-fcMRI. Top: Average FC within each network over time, pre- /post- the initial, in-office tPBM series and the later, at-home
series. Compared to pre-treatment, there was a pattern of increased SN FC at 1 week and 1 month, but not at 3 months. There was return
of increased SN FC after 12 weeks of home treatment. Bottom: Significant correlations were present between increased SN FC over time,
and Stroop, Trials 3 and 4 (D, E), CPT (F, G), and PTSD (H); and between increased CEN FC over time, and CVLT (I, J) and BDI (K).
rs-fcMRI, resting-state functional-connectivity MRI; SN, salience network; CEN, central executive network; DMN, default mode network;
CPT, computer-timed, Continuous Performance Test; CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory.
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Fig. 9. P2, rs-fcMRI. Top: Average FC within each network over time, pre- /post- the initial, in-office tPBM series only. Compared to
pre-treatment, there was a pattern of increased SN FC at 1 week and at 12 weeks. Bottom: Significant positive correlation between increased
SN FC over time, and Stroop, Trial 3 (D). rs-fcMRI, resting-state functional-connectivity MRI; SN, salience network; CEN, central executive
network; DMN, default mode network.

series (P2). These NAA increases were parallel to his
reduced pain and PTSD, at those times. At 12 weeks,
however, the NAA level, along with the pain and
PTSD ratings, returned towards (or at) pre-treatment
levels. This suggests an inverse relationship where
higher NAA levels in ACC were associated with less
pain and PTSD.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first treatment study
(open-protocol) reporting significant improvements
(cognition, behavior/mood) in ex-football players
with a level of TES compatible with the category
of Possible CTE [7]. Post-tPBM results and possible
mechanisms are discussed in relationship to previous
tPBM studies with chronic mTBI, and dementia.

Improvement in cognition

Significant cognitive improvements here are sim-
ilar to areas of cognitive improvement in tPBM

studies with chronic mTBI, e.g., executive function,
attention, verbal learning and memory, visuospatial
memory, and verbal fluency. In those studies, either
the whole head/scalp had been treated [59–61] or five
nodes of the DMN [62].

Improvement in behavior/mood

Behavior/mood ratings after the in-office tPBM
series for the four ex-football players as a
group, showed significant improvement at 1-month
post-tPBM, e.g., PTSD/PCL-C, depression/BDI,
pain/SF-MPQ, and sleep/PSQI. Reduced PTSD
symptoms following tPBM with tLEDs were previ-
ously reported in chronic mTBI [58–62]. A recent
tPBM study including 49 athletes with RHI reported
significant improvement in PTSD, depression, adjust-
ment/adaptability, and sleep after 8 weeks of tLED
treatment to DMN with the Neuro Gamma [93].
Another study reported less mood dysregulation, anx-
iety, and irritability symptoms after tPBM with a
Class IV, high-power NIR laser in chronic mTBI [94].
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Fig. 10. P4, rs-fcMRI. Top: Average FC within each network over time, pre- /post- the initial, in-office tPBM series. Compared to pre-
treatment, the SN FC showed increase at 1 week, 1 month, and 5 months. Bottom: Significant negative correlation was present between
increased SN FC over time, and decreased SF-MPQ pain ratings (D). rs-fcMRI, resting-state functional-connectivity MRI; SN, salience
network; CEN, central executive network; DMN, default mode network.

Fig. 11. P2, MRS results for metabolite levels in anterior cingulate cortex over time, pre- /post- the initial, in-office tPBM series (Protocol
C). Increased NAA (a correlate of oxygen consumption in mitochondria) was present at 1 week and 6 weeks after the in-office tPBM series,
but not at 12 weeks, when NAA returned to pre-treatment level. P2 had rated less pain and PTSD at 1 week and 6 weeks; however, these
self-ratings returned towards, or at pre-, at 12 weeks (Fig. 3B, graphs a and c). The PTSD and pain ratings again improved after the at-home
tLED series. No MRS data are available then, due to COVID restrictions. MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; NAA, n-acetyl-aspartate;
MI, myo-inositol; Cho, choline; Cr, creatine; PPM, parts per million; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder.
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Table 3
Significant correlations between increased resting-state functional-connectivity in Salience Network, and in Central Executive Network over
time, with Neuropsychological Tests and Behavior/Mood Questionnaires, Pre- /Post-tPBM for each case with rs-fcMRI data (P1, P2, P4).

CVLT, California Verbal Learning Test

Intrinsic
Network

Neuropsychological Tests
Stroop, Stroop,

Trial 4
Continuous
Performance Test

Continuous
Performance
Test

CVLT CVLT

Trial 3
Inhibition

Inhibition/
switching

False Alarm Rate d-prime,
Detect.

Long
Delay Free
Recall

Long
Delay
Cued
Recall

Salience
Network

P1 P1 P1 P1
r = 0.94 r = 0.93 r = –0.91 r = –0.90
p = 0.017 p = 0.020 p = 0.030 p = 0.038
P2
r = 0.99
p = 0.007

Central
Executive
Network

P1 P1
r = 0.96 r = 0.96
p = 0.011 p = 0.009

Behavior/Mood Questionnaires
PTSD
PCL-C

Short
Form
McGill
Pain Q.

Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality Index

Beck
Depression
Inventory-II

Salience
Network

P1 P4 P1
r = –0.96 r = –0.99 r = –0.88
p = 0.008 p = 0.007 p = 0.05

Central
Executive
Network

P1
r = –0.91
p = 0.03

Ex-football players’ pattern of response over
time, similar to neurodegenerative disease

The pattern of improvement at 1 month after the
initial, in-office tPBM series, but followed by decline
2 months later (P1, P2), is similar to the pattern of
response to tPBM in dementia [64], but not in chronic
mTBI [59, 60]. When dementia cases were tested
within 1 week after 12 weeks of tPBM, there were
significant improvements on Alzheimer’s Disease
Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale (p < 0.032)
and Mini-Mental State Examination (p < 0.003).
When LED equipment was withdrawn for the next
month, however, these gains regressed. The demen-
tia cases likely had neurodegenerative disease (AD).
Thus, the pattern of response following tPBM treat-
ment in the present study with ex-football players (P1,
P2) was similar to the dementia cases. Later decline
was not observed in mTBI cases, where improve-
ments continued out to 2 months after the final tPBM
treatment [59, 60]. The pattern of initial improve-
ment (at 1 week, 1 month), but later decline (after 2-3
month) in the present study (P1, P2) suggests pres-
ence of a neurodegenerative disease, e.g., possible

CTE. Each case improved again, after tPBM home
treatments.

MRI changes post-tPBM

rs-fcMRI
Average FC was examined in three intrinsic net-

works (SN, CEN, DMN), across the pre- /post-tPBM
time points available for each player (P1, P2, P4). The
SN and CEN are discussed.

Salience network (cingulo-opercular network)
The SN showed the most consistent pattern of

increased FC among the three networks examined,
with increased FC at 1 week after the in-office tPBM
series for all three cases (P1, P2, P4; Figs. 8–10),
compared to pre-treatment. The SN FC also showed
the highest number of significant correlations over
time, with cognitive tests/subtests (Stroop, CPT); and
behavior/mood (PTSD, pain, sleep); total of eight
cognitive and behavior/mood measures.

Significant correlations between SN FC and cog-
nition are compatible with the literature. The SN is
necessary for efficient regulation of activity in the
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DMN; failure leads to inefficient cognitive control
[95]. Significant positive correlation for increased
SN FC and performance on Stroop, Trial 3, exec-
utive function (P1, P2) supports the role of SN in
regulation of cognitive control for DMN. Significant
negative correlation between SN FC and performance
on the reaction-time, CPT also supports the role of
the SN (particularly ACC, within SN) in facilitat-
ing sustained attention (P1). Significant correlations
between increased SN FC over time, and improved
performance on these tests of executive function
and attention, suggests that tPBM supported these
improvements.

It is noteworthy that in the Chao et al. case report
[62] with a professional ice-hockey player, age 23 (6
concussions), only nodes of the DMN were treated,
yet no change was observed in DMN FC, only in
SN FC, similar to the present study. The SN and
the DMN are closely linked and dysfunction in SN
impairs DMN after TBI [96, 97].

There was a significant negative correlation
between SN FC and pain ratings on SF-MPQ (P4). P4
had had 14 surgeries, associated with football. Dys-
function of ACC (a node of SN) has been reported in
college football players with concussion studied up to
19 weeks post-injury [98]. A relationship between SN
and chronic pain has been reported [99, 100]. There
are more frequent shifts between SN and DMN in
chronic pain, possibly indicating greater attention to
pain [100]. There was significant reduction in pain
(SF-MPQ) for the four ex-football players as a group
at 1 month after the initial tPBM series. Pain-related
neurons are present in the human ACC [101, 102].
Placement of tPBM over the mPFC (target area of
DMN) may have also delivered NIR photons to ACC,
in close anatomical proximity. Targeting the ACC in
SN with tPBM in chronic pain cases could be bene-
ficial.

A significant negative correlation between
increased SN FC, and lower PTSD ratings was
also present (P1). Neurocircuitry of PTSD includes
deficiency in top-down regulation of amygdala by
ACC, mPFC, and hippocampus [103–105]. Direct
tPBM treatment of mPFC and indirect treatment
of ACC in the present study may have improved
top-down control of amygdala, thus reducing PTSD
as also observed in other tPBM studies [58–62, 93,
94]. A role for SN in active duty US Army soldiers
with PTSD has been reported [106]. Treatment of
the SN with tPBM could reduce symptoms of PTSD
in the military, as well as civilians.

To our knowledge, SN FC has not been pre-
viously reported in TES/Possible CTE. Here,
significant correlations between SN FC over time,
and improvements in executive function/Stroop (P1,
P2), attention/CPT (P1), PTSD (P1), pain (P4), and
sleep (P1) suggest that scalp application of NIR tPBM
affected SN FC in a beneficial manner for cognition,
as well as behavior/mood. The midline frontal loca-
tions of mPFC and ACC (anatomically close) suggest
they are both vulnerable to damage following RHI to
the forehead in American-style football, especially
linemen positions [6, 22, 24]. Delivering NIR pho-
tons to both the mPFC and ACC could be especially
important in treating ex-football players with RHI
and possible CTE.

Central executive network (fronto-parietal
network)

A significant, positive correlation was observed
between increased CEN FC and verbal learning and
memory on CVLT: Long Delay Free Recall, and Cued
Recall (P1). Cortical nodes of the CEN are primarily
the L and R DLPFC, plus the L and R intraparietal
cortex (angular gyrus area). The CEN is important in
initiating and adjusting cognitive control that enables
an immediate transfer of knowledge to novel tasks
[107]. Increased CEN FC for P1 at 1 week and 1
month after the in-office tPBM series supports his
improved CVLT scores at those times on the two most
difficult subtests, Long Delay (20 min) Free Recall
and Cued Recall for 16 words previously heard.

The CVLT scores for P1 declined, however, at 2
months after the in-office tPBM series, as did CEN
FC near that time (3 months). His later scores on
these two CVLT subtests after the 12-week at-home
series, however, did not rebound, nor did the CEN FC.
The at-home series had treated only cortical nodes
of DMN; these did not include L and R DLPFC
nodes of CEN, only the L and R intraparietal cortex
nodes of both networks (DMN, CEN). The initial, in-
office tPBM series had treated the whole head/scalp
including the L and R DLPFC, as well as intrapari-
etal cortex. Single diodes over L and R, DLPFC have
been added to the new Neuro Pro device, which still
includes all DMN nodes.

There was a significant negative correlation
between increased CEN FC and less depression/BDI
(P1). Depression ratings were reduced from 24 at pre-
treatment, to 1 at 1 week, and 0 at 1 month after the
In-office series; but had increased to 9, at 2 months
after that series. The CEN FC at 3 months was also
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decreased to almost pre-treatment level. There was
little change, however, in CEN FC after the at-home
tPBM series, mentioned above. Nevertheless, the
depression rating had improved to 0 after the at-home
series, but the contributing factors are unknown. Stud-
ies have reported a relationship between CEN FC
and depression. In subthreshold depression, there
was dysfunction in the cognitive control network
(similar to CEN nodes), particularly with decreased
FC between DLPFC and temporo-parietal junction
[108]. Decreased connectivity between CEN and the
rest of the brain has been related to increased depres-
sion [109]. tPBM treatment to both sets of nodes
in CEN (DLPFC and intraparietal cortex) could be
helpful to treat depression.

MRS: Increased NAA in ACC post-tPBM

Increased NAA was present in ACC at 1 week and
6 weeks after the initial, in-office series, compared
to pre-treatment (P2). His pain ratings (SF-MPQ)
had improved at those two times (lower, rated 0).
At 12 weeks, however, his pain rating returned to
pre-treatment (rated 9), and NAA also returned to pre-
treatment level. Decreased NAA in ACC has been
reported in chronic pain [110]. The importance of
ACC (node in SN), and relevance of ACC and SN to
pain were reviewed above (99–102).

There was also a similar pattern for NAA levels
in ACC over time, and PTSD ratings for P2. Rat-
ings were lower at 1-week and 6-weeks post-tPBM,
when NAA levels in ACC were higher. A relation-
ship between presence of PTSD and reduced NAA in
ACC has been reported [111, 112].

To our knowledge, this is the first report of increas-
ing NAA in the cortex (ACC) following a series of
red/NIR tPBM treatments. Reduced NAA in the brain
has been reported in aging, mild cognitive impair-
ment, AD [113], blast-TBI with memory problems
(in hippocampus) [114, 115], retired NFL players
symptomatic for behavior/mood disturbances (pari-
etal white matter) [116], and in all levels of TBI
[117]. In athletes with a recent mTBI (one concus-
sion), reduced NAA was present in frontal WM after
3 days, with return to normal at 30 days; however, at
45 days, if a second concussion had occurred within
2 weeks [118]. These athletes self-reported “ready to
play” at 3 days. Increase towards normal NAA levels
was slower the first two weeks, and faster, the sec-
ond two weeks [119]. In animal studies with repeat
mTBIs, low ATP and ADP were reported [120]; PBM
is known to increase ATP in hypoxic/stressed cells

[33, 34]. tPBM should be considered in treatment of
acute (non-hemorrhagic) TBI.

Application of tPBM to increase NAA in ACC may
be especially important for ex-football players with
RHI primarily to frontal lobes, where p-tau deposits
are present even in early-stage CTE [1, 2, 6, 20]. Indi-
rect RHI to ACC could have occurred, considering the
manner football was played 35–55 years ago. For P2,
it may be particularly relevant that he played tackle,
offensive lineman, e.g., a position with higher inci-
dence of severe CTE pathology postmortem [6]. P2
also had AFE to tackle football at less than age 12
(age 7, Pop Warner), and he played American foot-
ball for 15 years; both factors posit increased risk for
CTE postmortem [21, 25].

Possible cellular changes

There was likely increased production of ATP by
mitochondria in cortical neurons exposed to NIR pho-
tons during a tPBM treatment series, thus improving
cellular oxygenation and respiration [27, 28, 33, 34].
In addition, there was likely release of NO from CCO
in the mitochondria of hypoxic/compromised cells
[32], thus increasing vasodilation in local blood and
lymphatic vessels. Reduced inflammation and oxida-
tive damage would be expected [46].

There was also likely increased BDNF following
a tPBM series. BDNF is a neurotrophin associ-
ated with neural regeneration, dendritic sprouting,
reconnection, and improved synaptic efficacy [48].
Dysregulation of BDNF has been observed both in
TBI and PTSD in humans [121]. A significantly lower
level of plasma BDNF has been reported in PTSD,
suggesting involvement of BDNF in the pathophys-
iology of PTSD [122]. Here, there was a significant
decrease in symptoms of PTSD at 1 month after the
initial, in-office tPBM series in the four, ex-football
players as a group. It is possible increased BDNF was
present at that time.

In addition, there may have been improved func-
tion of “fast-spiking interneurons,” post- tPBM.
Gamma oscillations (approximately 30 to 100 Hz) are
present in many brain regions, including hippocam-
pus and neocortex, with rhythmic and synchronous
fluctuations common to most or all neurons in a
neuronal network [123]. These fluctuations are asso-
ciated with precise synaptic interactions of excitatory
pyramidal cells and inhibitory GABAergic interneu-
rons. Action potentials generated at high frequency
in these fast-spiking interneurons require high oxy-
gen consumption. They are particularly enriched
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Fig. 12. A) Frontal, coronal diagram of blood vessels including valveless, emissary veins in superior sagittal sinus. Emissary veins connect
the extracranial venous system with intracranial venous sinuses, including direct passage from external scalp to meninges. Application of
NIR photons promotes vasodilation of local blood vessels [61,71,72]. B) Frontal, coronal MRI of lymphatic vessels in superior sagittal
sinus [134]. C) Sagittal MRI showing location of lymphatic vessels along superior sagittal sinus, rostral-to-caudal [134]. Application of NIR
photons delivered here, are hypothesized to promote vasodilation of lymphatic vessels in dura mater [125]. This could assist in removing
abnormal protein deposits, including p-tau present in CTE. Permissions: A) reprinted with authors’ permission [58]; schematic diagram by
C. Foltz, based on plates from Grey’s Anatomy, Oxford University Press, public domain; B) and C) reprinted from open-access article [134].

with mitochondria and CCO to accommodate this.
Nakazono et al. [124] have suggested that gamma
oscillations may offer a future therapeutic target. In
the present study, it is possible that mitochondrial
function in these critical, fast-spiking interneurons
was improved following each series of tPBM treat-
ments. The addition of at-home tPBM treatments
(with 40-Hz gamma frequency) long-term would
have provided continued delivery of NIR photons
to compromised cortex, including interneurons. This
may have contributed to continued well-being for 2–4
years thus far, in these ex-football players who have
continued home treatments with tPBM.

Potential for tPBM application to superior
sagittal sinus, to drain lymphatics and p-tau

The potential for tPBM to augment brain glym-
phatic drainage has been reviewed [125]. In the
present study, it is likely there was dilation of lym-
phatic vessels, as well as blood vessels in the dura,
within the superior sagittal sinus area (Fig. 12).
Meningeal lymphatic vessels participate in waste
clearance [36, 39, 40]. In advancing CTE, there is
increasing accumulation of p-tau [2]. There are direct

vascular channels connecting skull bone marrow and
the brain surface enabling myeloid cell migration
[126].

During the initial in-office series, the entire mid-
line, superior sagittal sinus was treated with red/NIR
photons (Fig. 1, Protocol A or C). Thus, focal vasodi-
lation of lymphatic and blood vessels likely occurred
there. This would be compatible with results from a
study with AD mice, where clearance of amyloid-
� via the lymphatic system of the brain and the
neck was observed following application of NIR
laser (1267 nm, 32 J/cm2) to the frontal scalp area
[41].

When the ex-football players later used only the
Neuro Gamma device at home, treating only corti-
cal nodes of the DMN, they continued to improve
(P1, P2). The Neuro Gamma uses only two NIR
diode placements on the midline, superior sagittal
sinus area, e.g., 1) midline, bilateral mPFC, and 2)
midline, bilateral precuneus. It is possible that place-
ment of only two LEDs over the superior sagittal
sinus - anterior (frontal) and posterior (high parietal),
was adequate to dilate lymphatic and blood vessels
within the dura to promote continued waste clearance.
Application of tPBM to the confluence of sinuses area
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(midline, near occipital protuberance) could have an
additive effect to further promote waste removal.

Ex-football players who played 35–55 years ago
are increasing in age. Increasing age has been asso-
ciated with a dramatic decline in the efficiency of
exchange between subarachnoid cerebrospinal fluid
and brain parenchyma as part of waste removal. This
contributes to impaired glymphatic clearance, cogni-
tive decline, and dementia among the elderly [127,
128]. It has been suggested that improving glym-
phatic clearance “is a novel therapeutic target for
treatment of neurodegenerative diseases with accu-
mulation of misfolded protein aggregates” [127]. The
glymphatic system is more effective during sleep
[129]; a recent study with mice has reported an asso-
ciated circadian rhythm for this [130]. Impaired sleep
was a major complaint for the four ex-football players
at entry into this tPBM study. There was significant
improvement in sleep at 1 month after the in-office
tPBM series. Their improved sleep may have been
associated with improved glymphatic clearance of
waste products. Treating in sync with a person’s own
circadian rhythm, perhaps even at night, might have
a greater beneficial effect [131].

Conclusions

Overall results are encouraging from this first,
case-series report with four ex-football players meet-
ing TES criteria for Possible CTE. Their cognitive
and behavior/mood disturbances were well-managed
and significantly improved following NIR tPBM
treatments. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
report of a potential treatment modality to mitigate
symptoms of Possible CTE. Instead of continuing
to worsen over time, these cases improved with
tPBM. Without sham-control, a possible placebo
effect is unknown. Significant correlations on rs-
fcMRI with increased SN FC and improvements in
executive function, attention, PTSD, pain, and sleep;
and increased CEN FC with verbal learning and mem-
ory, less depression; plus increased NAA in ACC on
MRS along with less pain and PTSD, all support a
beneficial effect from tPBM.

The NINDS Consensus Workshop regarding TES
criteria for CTE in vivo, suggested MRI might
offer future biomarkers [7]. The present study
supports this notion in three areas of MRI: 1)
structural MRI showed presence of cavum septum
pellucidum; reported in former pro-football players
with CTE postmortem [1, 132, 133]; 2) rs-fcMRI
showed changes/increased FC in SN and CEN post-

tPBM, parallel to improvements; 3) MRS showed
changes/increased NAA in ACC.

Limitations and future directions

This was a small, open-protocol case series (n = 4).
Future studies with sham and real NIR tPBM
devices for self-treatment at home are suggested;
NIR photons >700 nm, e.g., 810 nm, are not visible.
MRI studies can be used to monitor changes post-
tPBM, including FC of intrinsic networks, and MRS
metabolites (especially, NAA). There was likely dila-
tion of lymphatic vessels in superior sagittal sinus.
Change in lymphatic vessels could be monitored
with post- gadobutrol, T2-FLAIR MRI, and subtrac-
tion images [134]. Dilation may assist in removal
of abnormal protein deposits (p-tau). Reduction in
pain medications (narcotic) and tinnitus should be
studied. More than one post-testing time point is
recommended. Here, there were more instances of
significant improvement on cognitive tests after 1
month (twelve), than after 1 week (seven). This pat-
tern was observed in previous tPBM studies with
mTBI [59, 60] and Gulf War Illness [135]. Here,
decline was present after 2 months in two cases
(where data were available); this prompted tPBM
home treatments. No negative side effects, adverse or
serious adverse events occurred. tLED treatments are
safe and can be self-administered at home—here for
2–4 years, to date. Not all concussion cases recover,
even after three years [136]. tPBM could be consid-
ered for very chronic TBI.
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